
HOW TO
MAKE

you can find all this  
and more online

instructions
Everything you need in one pack, 
ready for your Egyptian adventure.

Simply print out the templates  
onto whatever colour card you  
want, then follow the instructions  
on each of the templates.

why not  
send us pictures

of your creations 
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an Egyptian costume & pyramid

Pharaoh  
head dress

collar

you will need…
A4 Lightweight coloured cardstack
Acrylic Jewels
Pom poms
Assorted Ribbons
Glue stick
Clear adhesive tape
Scissors

Optional
Hole Punch
Plastic Stapler
Staples

pyramid



instructions
1. Cut along the solid lines.

2. If you want to add details to  your 
pyramid, now is the time to add them.

3. Fold along the dotted lines, flip the 
pyramid over and fold again the other 
way (so the marking are hidden once 
constructed).

4. Glue along the fold tabs one at a  
time and stick each fold to its  
matching letter, for example  
fold tab A  sticks to ‘A’ etc.  
until all sides are stuck and  
your pyramid is complete.
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Egyptian pyramid

fold tab A

fold tab C
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fold tab D
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instructions
1. Cut along the solid lines.

2. Cut blue strips of paper to the width 
of 15mm. Using these strips stick them 
to the shaded parts of the templates 
(front section and both side pieces  
on the second template). Trim off  
the excess.

3. Cut out 1 gold and 1 blue circle and 
stick in the centre of  the front section. 

4. Flip the front section and the sides 
pieces over. Glue the side pieces to 
the front section (see diagram for 
positioning).

5. Stick, tape or staple both head band 
pieces A & B together (checking that 
they go around your head) then attach 
the head band to the front section 
approximately half way up on the 
inside (see diagram for positioning).

6. Attach a jewel to the front.
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Egyptian Pharaoh head dress

(contains 2 templates)
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stick blue strips of paper  
on the shaded parts

position the side pieces behind the 
centre section and the head band 
as shown in the diagram

Back of head dress

side
pieces

head band
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stick this 
behind 

the front 
section 

stick this 
behind 

the front 
section 
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Egyptian Pharaoh head dress

15mm

stick blue strips of paper  
on the shaded parts

instructions
1. Cut along the solid lines.

2. Cut blue strips of paper to 
the width of 15mm. Using 
these strips stick them to 
the shaded parts of the 
templates. Trim off  
the excess.



instructions
1. Cut along the solid lines

2. Punch 2 holes and attach 
ribbons to the ends

3. To decorate stick the pom poms 
or jewels around the collar in 
rings, we recommend using the 
same size for each ring
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Egyptian collar
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